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ABSTRACT 
The layout of the U.S. Postal Service General Mail 
Facility (GMF) workroom operation is an essential factor to 
the overall productivity of the mail processing activities. 
An efficient workroom layout will minimize the cost of 
transporting containerized mail between tne various distri-
bution operations. Any changes in distribution methods, 
increases or decreases in mail volumes, or the addition of 
mechanization mus~ oe analyzed by the GMF industrial engi-
neer to determine what effect these changes have on the 
exls~lng workroom layout. He must also be able to evaluate 
layout changes recommended by management and floor super-
visors. 
The present methods available to the engineer consist 
primarily of manual analytical techniques and intuitive flow 
layout analyses. These me~hods do not: 
1 • Q1..1ickly provide a rating for the layout that can 
be compared to other alternate layouts 
2. Provide a means to produce an optimal layout 
3. Provide analysis of layout change requests 
4. Include the cost of relocating departments 
The objectives of this paper are to evaluate several 
computerized plant layout tecnniques along with two existing 
methods available to the industrial engineer on the basis of 
a typical GMF workroom layout, and then to make a recommen-
dation on the feasibility or implementing those computerized 
techniques that appear to nave the capability or further 
assisting the industrial engineer in his GMF. facilities lay-
out assignment. 
There are two categories of problems which the~­
er-aided layout techniques typically address: improvement 
changes and new construction. The improvement routines are 
designed to evaluate existing l~youts and generate new solu-
tions by interchanging operations within a fixed boundary 
until a final improved layout is created. The CRAFT and 
CRAFT-M programs are two popular improvement routines that 
will be discussed and evaluated. 
Construction routines, which develop new layouts "from 
scratch", first determine the order in which the process op-
. 
erations will enter the layout and then the physical position 
where each operation should be placed to generate the best 
layout. 
CORELAP, Interactive CORELAP, ALDEP, and PLANET pro-
grams will be discussed and evaluated; however, more empha-
sis will be placed on CRAFT and CORELAP since the other rou-
tines are improvements of these two basic systems. 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
In 1970 the U.S. Postal Service embarked on a program 
to centralize the cancelling and distribution of mail by re-
moving these operations from the smaller local post offices 
and centralizing them into larger General Mail Facilities 
(GMF). ~he GMF was equipped with mechanization capable of 
processing letter, flat, and parcel mail much faster and at 
less cost per piece than the conventional method used by the 
local offices. 
The GMF is usually housed in one large building consis-
ting of in-bound and out-bound docks adjacent to one workroom 
that contains all of the mail cancelling and distribution 
equipment and fQDctions. The size of these workrooms varies 
from 70,000 square feet to 400,000 square feet, depending 
upon the amount of mail each area served by the GMF generates. 
Although each GMF has different throughput and size require-
ments, all include the same basic operations to process the 
mail. 
Each mail processing operation has a different rela-
tionship with other operations on the workroom floor, and 
1 
2 
mail processed in one operation is transported to related 
operations for further processing. Also, different types of 
mail require different processing techniques. The placement 
of the process stations on the workroom floor has a direct 
bearing on the efficiency of the overall GMF operation. 
Present layout techniques available to .the industrial 
engineer are either intuitive in nature or require lengthy 
mathematical calculations. This study defines and evaluates 
different manual computer layout techniques as to the ability 
of each routine to assist the industrial engineer in devel-
opi~g ar. efficient workroom layout. 
CHAPTER II 
GMF OPERATIONS AT ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
The Orlando, Florida GMF serves the zip code areas 
327, 328 and 329, and is the central mail distribution cen-
ter for the cancelling and distribution of mail from seven-
ty-four post offices in the counties of Orange, osceola, 
Lake, Brevard, Seminole, and parts of Indian River, Volusia, 
and Sumter. 
Seventy-three area post offices transport all of their 
daily mail (except local) to the Orlando, Florida GMF, and 
the Orlando stations send all local and out-of-town mail to 
the GMF. 
The Orlando, Florida GMF has approximately 211,858 
square feet wit~ a workroom floor of 115,838 square feet. 
Loading and off-loading docks are situated on the north and 
south sides of the workroom floor with the locker rooms on 
the west side and a knock-out wall for future expansion on 
the east side. Figure 1 is a floor plan layout of the total 
facility. 
The various types of mail arrive at the facility and 
are unloaded onto either the collection dock, the airlines 
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FIGURE 1. ORLANDO, FLORIDA GMF WORKROOM LAYOUT 
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6 
dock, or the over-the-road dock, and flow to the different 
operations, as sho~ by the flow chart in Figure 2, for pro-
cessing. These various operations are defined in Appendix A 
by physical description and process. 
Upon arrival at the GMF, collection mail is catego-
rized by type and moved to the appropriate initial proces-
sing operations. The mail is then distributed to other op-
erations •1ntil the required final processing has been com-
pleted and the mail is dispatched. 
Mail also arrives by way of the in-bound airlines 
flights to Orlando and is delivered to the over-the-road 
dock (southeast) on a continuing basis. This mail normally 
originates out of state. Mail originating within the state 
of Florida is transported by truck contracts between the 
GMF's and arrives at the over-the-road dock. 
Other mail (parcel post and non-preferential) is 
shipped from the Bulk Mail Center (BMC) in Jacksonville, 
Florida and arr)ives at the over-the-road dock in rolling 
containers or sacks. Most of the mail arriving in sacks is 
unloaded onto the in-boQnd conveyor system and is automati-
cally transported to the center of the workroom floor. 
After distribution is completed, the mail is put into 
containers (trays, sacks, BMC containers or general purpose 
containers) and is dispatched from the various dock loca-
tions. out of state mail is given to the airlines on the 
over-the-road dock. Mail for other Florida GMF's is loaded 
7 
onto semi-trailer transports on the over-the-road dock and 
mail for the seventy-three post offices associated with the 
327, 328 and 329 zip code areas is loaded into the star 
route contract trucks on the over-the-road dock. The city 
of Orlando mail (328) destined for post office boxes, car-
rier delivery, and firm pick-up is shipped from the north-
east city dock. Mail for the main office carriers (32812) 
is transported to their case area for processing to individ-
ual addresses and then leaves from the southwest dock area. 
The current workroom floor layout at the Orlando, 
Florida GMF is a result of what will be called the "Com..rnit-
tee Approach" technique. This resulted from a revision from 
a basic design layout prepared by National Headquarters from 
which the building was constructed. It uses standardized 
operation work station layouts and assumes that the mail 
flows and the interrelationships between operations conform 
to national norms. As a result, some of the operations were 
already fixed and could riot be moved without incurring a 
great expense. These operations are: 
1 . Southeast over-the-road and airlines dock 
2. Southwest carrier loading dock 
3. Northeast city dispatch dock 
4-
5. 
6. 
7. 
Northwest collection dock 
010/020 operation 
081-086 MPLSM operations 
Operations control room and registry cage 
CHAPTER III 
MANUAL LAYOUT TECHNIQUES 
Local Layout Committee 
The present GMF layout was developed through a co~mit­
tee pooling their individual knowledge to develop the mail 
flow requirements and intuitive estimates of the degree of 
each departmental relationship with other departments on the 
workroom f~oor. The approach that the local committee used 
can be termed the Flow Analysis Approach to plant layout. 
In the Flow Analysis technique charts for the differ-
ent precessing activities are developed and as the opera-
tions are placed in the layout their position is analyzed 
as to the placement of other operations in the mail flow. 
Two of the typical mail flows are depicted in Figures 3 and 
4· 
The Flow Analysis method used by the committee pro-
duced a good usable layout which has many advantages and 
some major disadvantages. A major advantage is that the 
user knows what he wants and is familiar with the operations 
so that principle operations can easily be placed in tne 
best locations. It is obvious from the two flow charts that 
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1 1 
the 010/020 and collection dock and the 160/175/185/200 
and the city dock should be positioned together. Obstacles 
such as columns, inspector lookout galleries, aisles, etc., 
can be overcome without extensive programming changes. The 
block diagram layout can be completed with moderate speed 
and changes can be drawn without much delay. 
O~ce a layout is achieved by this method, however, the 
user does not know how this layout might compare to another 
layout which incorporates a suggested change. It is diffi-
c~lt to assign a quantitative figure of merit to the layout 
which would allow comparisons to be made. Another problem 
is the capital cost of relocating an operation is not con-
sidered. Also, because of local presumptions and biases, 
ma~y layouts may not be considered and, therefore, an opti-
mal solution may not be achieved. 
Regional Layout Analysis Technique 
The Engineering Division of the U.S. Postal Service 
Southern Region Headquarters developed a manual procedure 
for developing an evaluation of present and proposed layouts 
based on the time spent moving the mail between the various 
operations. This is done by determining the number of trips 
required between the operations and the distance traveled 
between each operation. These distances and number of trips 
are then used to calculate the man-hours expended in trans-
porting mail during the reporting period. This procedure is 
12 
described further in Appendix B. 
This evaluation process is primarily designed to pro-
vide a means of comparing alternate layouts. It can also 
be used to identify areas where mail transportation costs 
are high and where there may be an opportunity to reduce 
this cost by layout changes or by a different method of 
transporting the mail. 
Although this procedure provides a method to calculate 
the effectiveness of different layouts, it is very slow, 
time consumir.g, tedious and prone to error. The effect of 
cnanges cannot be calculated quickly and the method does not 
produce a best layout. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPUTER-AIDED LAYOUT TECHNIQUES 
CRAFT 
CRAFT, Computerized Relative Allocation of Facilities 
Technique, was introduced in '1963 by Buffa and Armour (Fran-
cis ana White 1979). It uses a quantitative algorithm for 
analyzing plant layouts by minimizing the cos0 of trans-
porting items between various operations within given con-
straints, where this co2~ is expressed as a linear flli~ction 
of distance traveled. The program searches a given initial 
la~-cut fer an optimum solution by sequentially improving 
the layou~ by interchanging those operations that provide 
the highest transportation cost savings as outlined below. 
1. The initial layout, the flow (trips between oper-
ations) matrix, and the cost (cost per moving a 
unit distance) matrix are required as input to the 
progra1n. 
2. The program determines the centroid of each oper-
ation in the initial layout. It then calculates 
the rectilinear distance between operation cen-
troids and stores these data in a distance matrix. 
1 3 
14 
3. The transportation cost for the initial layout is 
determined by calculating the product of the ini-
tial volume array, unit cost array, and the dis-
tance matrix. 
4· The interchange of operational areas is next con-
sidered for those of equal area or that have a 
common border, and for each interchange the pro-
gram calculates the new volume-distance product. 
The following types of interchanges can be consid-
ered: 
a. Pair-wise 
b. Three-way 
c. Pair-wise followed by three-way 
d.. Three-way followed by pair-wise 
e. The best of pair-wise or three-way 
5. ·rhe interchange offering the greatest cost reduc-
tion is made and the actual centroids of the im-
proved layout are calculated. A new distance ma-
trix is determined and the new transportation cost 
for the full layout is calculated. 
6. The program then repeats steps 2, 3, and 4 until 
no further reduction in transportation costs can 
be determined. The final layout is then printed. 
To illustrate the approach used by CRAFT to develop 
layouts, consider the initial layout (a), flow matrix (b), 
and the cost matrix (c) given as follows and assume a pair-
1_5 
wise exchange will be used. 
100' ~~ 100' ~~100' 
A B c 100' 
~ 
(a) Initial Layout 
(b) Flow Matrix 
(d) Cost Matrix 
From the above inputs the algorithm calculates the 
16 
centroid locations f'or each operation, the distance between 
operation centroids, and produces a cost-distance matrix 
\d) • 
centroid Locations Distance between Centroids 
A 
B 
c 
x, y 
50, so 
so, .. 150 
so, 250 
~ 
A 
B 
c 
Total 
A 
~ 
100 
Boo 
900 
B 
100 
A B = 100' 
B C = 100' 
A C = 200' 
·""' Total v 
600 700 
~ 300 400 
200 ~ 1000 
300 900 2100 
(d) Cost-distance Matrix 
Layout transportation cost = 2100 
All pair-wise operation interchanges are then consid-
ered, with new locations, distances and a new cost-distance 
matrix calculated ror each interchange. The interchange 
with the lowest transportation cost is implemented as the 
new layout. 
1 7 
A - B interchange considered: 
Centroid Locations Distance between Centroids 
A 
B 
c 
x, y 
so, 1 so 
so, 50 
so, 250 
I~ m 
A 
B 
c 
Total 
A 
~ 
100 
400 
500 
A B = 100' 
B C = 200' 
A C = 100' 
B c 
100 300 
~ 600 
400 ~ 
soo 900 
(e) A-B Cost-distance Matrix 
Layout transportation cost = 1900 
A - c interchange considered: 
Total 
400 
700 
Boo 
1900 
Savings = 200 
Centroid Locations Distance between Centroids 
x, y 
A so, 250 A B = 100' 
B so, 1 so B c = 1 00 f 
c so, so A c = ~00' 
18 
~ A B c Total . 
A ~ 100 600 700 
B 100 ~ 300 400 
c Boo 200 s 1000 
Total 900 300 900 2100 
(f) A-C Cost-distance Matrix 
Layout transportatlon cost ~ 2100 savings = 0 
B - C interchange considered: 
Centroid Locations Distance between centroids 
A so, 50 A B = 200' 
B 50, 250 B c = 1 00 r 
c so, 150 A c = 100' 
~ A B c Total m 
A ~ 200 300 500 
B 200 ~ 300 500 
c 400 200 ~ 600 
Total 600 400 600 1600 
(g) B-C Cost-distance Matrix 
Layout transportation cost = 1600 Savings = 500 
Because the B - C interchange produced the highest 
savings \500), the interchange is made and the new and 
final layout is produced. 
A c B 
(h) Final Layout 
The layout produced by CRAFT is a good solution and 
adjustmen~s must be made based on overriding limitations 
19 
and other considerations. CRAFT also gives the user the 
ability ~o produce a number of different layouts by varying 
the initial layout. This may produce a solution not consid-
ered by the layout committee due to preconceived ideas. 
The CRAF·r program requires the same data as does the 
Regional Layout Analysis Technique; however, computer 
availability is needed. In the U.S. postal Service GMF's 
the ability to time-share is already available in the fi-
nance departmen~ and soon will be in most mail-processing 
departments through the use of new terminal equipment pres-
ently being installed. 
When using CRAFT, the process-time is much faster 
than the regional manual method and changes in any of the 
data, operation layout, or number of' operations can oe made 
quickly so that results are available quickly for evaluation. 
Operations, such as docks, can be fixed in place and the 
20 
present facility layout is considered a layout constraint 
by the program. The use of dummy operations can add a high 
degree of flexibility to the routine and enhance the value 
of the results. 
There are drawbacks to the CRAFT program. There is a 
limit of forty departments. The Orlando, Florida model 
could have used more departments so that the large 150/160/ 
185/200 operation could have been broken into an operation 
for each zip code group. The use of aisles had to be ig-
nored because the block size limit was 20 feet by 20 feet 
and the aisles are only 8 feet ~ide. 
When CRAFT was applied to tne National Headquarters 
layout, aescribed in Appendix C, a layout resulted that has 
a close similarity to the present local layout. The differ-
ence, according to CRAFT, between the National Headquarters 
layout and the local solution is $3020 per month in trans-
portation costs, or an increase in layout efficiency of 
18.9%. 
CRAFT-M 
CRAFT-M was designed to improve the CRAFT routine by 
adding an algorithm that will calculate not only the unit 
distance-cost between departments, but will consider the 
cost of actually moving an existing department and does an 
economic evaluation over the expected life of the layout. 
The program subtracts from the transportation savings the 
21 
annual capital recovery costs of the move amor~ized at a 
specified rate of return (%) over a given time period. 
Therefore, CRAFT-M produces a layout similar to CRAFT but 
also will pay for any required department during the esti-
mated life of the layout. 
The decision criteria for selecting operation inter-
changes for CRAFT is (Hicks 1976): 
X(i,j-1)- :E X(i,j)) 
i=1 
where X(i,j) is the CRAFT material ha~dl:n6 cost (MHC) be-
tween departments i, i=1, 2, •.. , n, and all other depart-
ments, for the j-th iteration. 
CRAFT-N's decision criteria (Hicks 1976) selects the 
next operation interc~anges based on: 
n 
z 
i=1 
X' (i,j-1) - ~ X' (i,j) ) 
where 
X'(i,j) = X(i,j) - ( X(i,j) ~} HR(i)) 
+ ( CF(i) + ( CM(i) ~} ZZZ(i, j) ))* XINT 
with new variables: 
HR(i) = the operating cost improvement factor to ac-
22 
count for methods or equipment improvements in department i 
made possible by moving i user inputed as an estimated per-
centage of the material handling costs of the department. 
It is zero if department i has not moved from its original 
location. 
CF(i) = the fixed costs component of moving department 
i. ~~is is also zero if the department does not move. 
CM(i) = the cost per unit distance to move department 
.l. • 
ZZZ(i,j) = the rectilinear distance that department i 
wi:l be moved from its initial location to the location in 
t~e j-t~ iteration. This is also zero if the department 
does not move from its original location. 
XINT = the capital recovery factor for prorating the 
~otal cost of depa~tment i over the li~e cf tlte rearrange-
me~~. It is internally computed from a user-supplied period 
i~terest rate and a number of periods of the estimated re-
ar~aGgement life. 
An example of how CRAFT-M would alter the layout pro-
posed by CRAFT is found by making the assumption that the 
B-C operation interchange, found in the CRAFT example, would 
cost $1000 for relocation over a four-year layout at 10% in-
terest rate. 
$1000 x yearly capital recovery factor@ 10% 
(Barish 1967) x 4 years =present value of the 
cost incurred by the layout change 
$1000 X .31547 X 4 = $1262 
Subtracting this from the four-year transportation 
savings yields: ($500 x 4) - 1262 = $738 in present value 
savings. 
23 
If there were no relocation costs applied to the A-B 
interchange the savings over four years would equal $800 or 
$62 more than the B-C interchange. The A-B interchange 
would then be selected and the layout would be: 
B A c 
The CRAFT-M procedure to calculate transportation 
costs using relocating costs provides the actual cost of 
moving departments in relation to the savings produced by 
the move itself. Some of the operations can be relocated 
easily with low capital cost while others may have struc-
tures or utilities to modify which drives the cost up. 
Other operations may appear to be fixed due to a precon-
ception that the relocation cost is too high when in fact 
the savings produced can justify the relocating costs. 
CORELAP 
Computerized Relationship Layout Planning (CORELAP) is 
24 
a construction routine based on a manual procedure developed 
in 1961 by Richard Muther and which was adapted for comput-
ers by Robert c. Lee (Tompkins and Moore 1977) to reduce the 
required effort to transform an interdepartment relationship 
chart into a floor layout. 
The relationship chart is a qualitative consideration 
of how to measure the importance of any two operations to be 
assigned close together in the layout. Closeness ratings 
are assigned (Francis and White 1979) where: 
A = absolutely essential for two activities to be lo-
cated close together 
E = essential for two activities to be located close 
together 
I = important for two activities to be located close 
together 
0 = ordinary closeness of two activities is preferred 
U = unimportant for two activities to be located close 
together 
X = undesirable for two activities to be located close 
together 
To these closeness ratings an ordinal scale is applied: 
A = 6, E = 5, I = 4, 0 = 3, U = 2, X = 1 
CORELAP selects the most critical department, one with 
the highest Total Closeness Rating (TCR), and places it in 
the center of the layout. The TCR is calculated by summing 
the nwnerical values assigned to each departmental relation-
ship between a department and all other departments. 
After the first department is placed on the layout, 
the routine will then search for a department having the 
highest relationship with the department already selected. 
This process continues until all departments are selected 
and placed on the layout. For each layout developed the 
rou~ine will produce a score for that layout. The lower 
t~e score the closer are the important relationships. 
CO~ELAF offers a couple of unique options. They are 
ti1e abili~y to pre-assign departments to outside walls and 
ccrners, and the use of weighting the relationship values. 
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:n mos~ plar.t operations there is a receiving dock and/or a 
shipping dock and, without the option of placing then on 
outsije walls, the layout produced by the routine will be 
ine~f~c:iJe. The use of weighting gives more realistic 
meanings to the ordinal values that are usually intuitively 
determi~ed by the user. To use the weighted values effec-
tively, the actual number of flows between ope:Pations should 
be known (as in CRAFT), and then are divided into six group-
ings to rerresent a different range of trips per group. Each 
group is assigned to one of the six representative values. 
An illustration of the use of the relationship chart 
and the CORELAP routine is depicted in the following problem. 
Assume weighted rating values have been assigned as follows: 
A = 600, E = 200, I = SO, 0 = 10, U = 0, and X = -200 with a 
closeness relationship chart (a). 
Dept. 1 2 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
(a) Relationship Chart 
4 TCR Value 
1 7 
14 
12 
15 
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Since department #1 has the highest TCR = 17, it is placed 
first in the center of the layout. Depar~ment #4 and de-
partment #2 both have an 'A' relationship with department 
#1. Since department #4 has the next highest TCR = 15, it 
is placed in the layout next, adjacent to department #1. 
3- 4 
3 4 1 4 
The next department to be placed in the layout will be 
the one with the next highest closeness rating to department 
#1. Department #2 has an 'A' rating and will be placed in a 
position that will achieve the highest placement rating 
based on the pre-assigned weighting scheme. The placement 
rating is the sum of the weighted ratings between the new 
department to be placed in the layout and its neighbors in 
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the layout that have a · common border with the new depart-
ment. 
4 2 
1 
(a) rating = 600 
....... 4 c:... 
1 
(c) rating== 200 
4 
1 
2 
(b) rating = 800 
Layout (b) has the highest 
placement rating; there-
fore, department #2 is 
placed according to layout 
(b) • 
~ext, department #3 is to oe placed ln the layout. 
I 3 
._ 4 
1 1 
2 3 2 
(a) rating = 200 (b) rating = 10 
3 4 1 4 1 
2 2 
3 I 
(c) rating == 50 (d) rating= 210 
2t3 
Layout (d) has the highest placement rating of 210 and de-
partment #3 is placed in the layout accordingly. 
The CORELAP computerized routi~e did not produce an 
effective layout for the Orlando, Florida workroom (see Ap-
pendix D). The basic flaw in using CORELAP to develop flocr 
layouts for the Postal Service is in CORELAP's selection 
process. There are different types of mail: letters, 
flats, SPR's and parcel post. CORELAP selects those de-
partments that interrelate to each other; therefore, 
CC~ELAP cou:d select letter operations and combine them to-
then combine flat operations, etc. 
CORELAP will produce a building configuration that 
~~~~l generally ~it into a 1 to x dimensional layout, where 
x is a Hhole number 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. The Orlando, ?lorida 
GNF 9.ctual :ayout ratio is 1 to 1 .26; the~efore, a 1 to 1 
ra~ic was used to generate the CORELAP layout. 
COSELAP does not work well with existing facilities; 
cherefore, it would not be an effective layout tool for the 
local GMF industrial engineer. It might have some use at 
the National Headquarters where new GMF facilities are 
worked with on a continual basis. 
Interactive CORELAP 
Interactive CORELAP is a modified version of CORELAP 
that uses the relationship chart but does not use the 
weighting technique for operation positioning. Interactive 
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CORELAP has four additional options not available with 
CORELAP that provide more flexibility in developing a lay-
out: 
1 • Handles both new plant and existing plant layout 
requirements 
2. Permits fixed department locations 
J. Scores any layout alternative 
4. Simplifies modifying adjustments 
The rou~ine handles new building layouts similar to 
the regular CORELAP program and develops layouts for exist-
ing buildings through the use of rearranging departments' 
. d th ~ d d t t s.:1apes an -~e use o_ ummy epar men s. Department rear-
ranging and using dummy departments can aid in shaping the 
layout being developed to conform to the existing building 
shape. 
Department location fixing is accomplished by insert-
in5 the department at any time during the execution of the 
program. Once a department is added to the layout, it can-
not be moved by the routine. 
At any time during the program execution the layout 
score can be calculated. This scoring goes hand-in-hand 
with the ability to make modifications and to fix department 
locations. The user can enter departments or make modifica-
tions to the layout at any time and be able to evaluate the 
results of that action. The score is calculated by taking 
the shortest distance between the borders of all pairs of 
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operations and multiplying them by the numerical values of 
the closeness ratings between the operations. 
Input information required by the Interactive CORELAP 
is identical to that input required by CORELAP, except the 
weighting ratings are not required. 
Interactive CORELAP's additions to the CORELAP rou-
tine may make it attractive to the needs of the Postal Serv-
ice. The program enters departments using the same criteria 
as CORELAP and the user's intuitive data to determine the 
TC~; however, the ability to conform to existing structures 
and make adjustments, and the use of d~my departments give 
the user a high degree of flexibility and control over the 
layout. The fixing of departments, after adjustments have 
been made, controls the location of any non-moveable de-
partments. 
The best component of the Interactive CORELAP routine 
is the ability to score the layout at any time during the 
program. The user can make adjustments and immediately be 
given the result of that adjustment. 
Interactive CORELAP's negative poi~ts are that the 
routine relies heavily on the intuitive figures from the 
relationship chart to place operations into the layout, thus 
causing the same objections to selection and placement as 
were found with CORELAP. Without the use of a weighting 
rating scheme, more pressure is placed on the user to make 
certain placement decisions without the aid of computer cal-
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culations. 
Interactive CORELAP would best be suited for the Na-
tional Headquarters engineers rather than engineers at the 
local GMF. Interactive CORELAP is available on the General 
Electric time-shared system. (Moore 1971) 
ALDEP 
The Automated Layout Design Program (ALDEP) is simi-
lar to the CORELAP program in that when using ALDEP a close-
ness relationship chart is ~equired and operations are added 
in steps to produce a final layout. The variations from the 
COR~LAP program are: 
1 • ALDEP produces various layouts 
2. It has provisions for up to three floors 
J. The higher the score, the better the layout; 
whereas with the two CORELAP routines, the lower 
score indicates the better layout 
4. The first operation located on the layout is 
placed in the left-hand corner of the layout 
The ALDEP routine selects operations at random from 
the sixty-three available and places the first operation in 
the upper left-hand corner of the layout; then as the com-
puter adds operations (similar to CORELAP selection process) 
it moves down the left-hand column until it reaches a pre-
determined facility width. Operations are added according 
to their relationship· chart rating with the previous depart-
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ment. 
The numerical values assigned to the closeness ratings 
are: A= b4, E = 16, I= 4, 0 = 1, and X= -1024. These 
values are similar to the weights used by CORELAP and are 
used to score the layouts produced. The routine produces a 
series of layouts randomly based on which an operation is 
added to the layout first and the user determines which lay-
out best fits his needs. 
ALDEP requires six inputs to the routine: department 
area requirements, the relationship chart, closeness values, 
sq·J.a:--e Hidth, facility width, and the number of layouts to 
be ~enerated. 
~~ II\ 
\II \~ w 
~he above diagram shows the vertical operation placement 
pattern used by ALDEP. 
The ALDEP routine is too costly. The random selection 
process produces too many layouts to be analyzed and, at a 
cost of $2 to $3 per run, the total process 1.-.;ould cost be-
tween $66 and $99 with the Orlando, Florida GMF's thirty-
three departments. Cost is not the only factor involved in 
using ALDEP. While each random output is being printed, the 
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terminal will be in use for a long time and unavailable to 
the other departments requiring terminal use. Also, as in 
CORELAP, this procedure will tend to group like fQDctions 
automatically. 
PLANET 
Plant Layout Analysis and Evaluation Technique 
\PLANET) uses systematic layout planning as do CORELAP and 
ALDEP with three operation selection phases instead of one 
where tr.e ~ser selects the best phase. PLANET relies on 
ir-nut o~ tte relationship chart, a from-to chart, and tne 
~lacement priority. 
~he relationship chart is developed by judging the 
importance of two departments' relationship and assigning 
them a numerical value ranging ±'rom -9 to 99. The from-to 
chart lists ~he cost-to-flow between each operation and the 
placeMent priority dictates the order in which operations 
are placed. The highest priority is 1 and 9 is low. The 
prog~am will take these inputs and create a flow-between-
cost chart. The three routines that PLANET selection phase 
offers are (Tompkins 1978a): 
Method A. Tne first pair of operations placed will 
have the highest placement priority and 
will have the highest flow cost. The next 
operation will have the highest priority of 
those not selected and the highest flow-
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between-cost with one of the selected op-
erations. 
Method B. The first pair of operations are selected 
as in Method A. The next operation will 
have the highest placement priority but 
will have the highest sum of the flow-
between-costs with all of the previously 
selected operations. 
Method c. Only one operation will be selected to en-
ter the layout. It will have the highest 
priority and the highest sum of flow-be-
tween-costs with all o~her operations. 
The next operation is placed in the same 
~anner as Method B. 
Eacn layout is scored by multiplying the rectilinear 
distance between operation centroids by the value of the 
flow-between-cost chart. 
PLANEt, as in CORELAP, selects operations to go into 
the layout as to how they interrelate to those operations 
already in the layout; therefore, the grouping of like op-
erations will take place. PLANET is also the least accurate 
in representing the actual quantitative interdepartmental 
relationship. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Computers can only function as an aid to the human 
thought process and the six computerized layout techniques 
investigated in this study all attempt to simulate the two 
manual methods discussed. The improvement routines, CRAFT 
and CRAFT-M, basically make the same cost-distance calcula-
tions that are required by the manual regional method. The 
computer progra~s, however, are able to continue the calcu-
lation process further by analyzing the cost-distance sav-
i~gs produced by interchanging departments and producing a 
final layout that approaches an optimal layout. As noted 
earlier, however, the flow analysis method used by the local 
layout co~~ittee did produce a good layout. 
The new construction programs also use the flow analy-
sis approach by establishing a relationship chart to rate 
the interdepartmental relationships that occur throughout 
the workroom floor. These programs, CORELAP, Interactive 
CORELAP, ALDEP, and PLANET, however, do not produce a layout 
as good as the local committee layout due to the basic logic 
flaws inherent in their algorithms. 
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After analyzing these techniques it was concluded 
that the procedure best suited for the GMF industrial engi-
neer would be to initially develop some basi0 layouts using 
the flow analysis approach and then use the CRAFT or CRAFT-
M computer technique to move toward an optimal layout. The 
decision to use either CRAFT or CRAFT-M will depend upon 
whether 0he cost of departmen~ relocation is considered a 
major factor in determining the layout solution. A large 
majority of ~he plant layout problems analyzed by the GMF 
engineer ~oncern improvements to existing layouts and capi-
~al costs for relocation should be considered. 
T~e National Headouar~ers industrial engineer works 
primarily with construction layouts and it is recommended 
that he study the use of Interactive CORELAP in developing 
new GMF layout3. After the construction layout has been 
developed, it ca~ be most easily analyzed or evaluated by 
local s~aff using the CRAFT routine. It is important to 
note that the final layout must be completed ann approved 
by both the National Headquarters and the local officials 
prior to beginning any building design effort. 
APPENDIX A 
MAIL PROCESSING OPERATIONS DESCRIPTIONS 
(CORELAP Dept. #, CRAFT Dept. #) 
Collection Dock - covered raised platform designed to re-
ceive mail from ~' 1, 2 and 5-ton trucks. Mail 
arriving at the collection dock is mail deposited 
by mailers, customers, and individuals at collec-
tion boxes or local post offices in the 327, 328 
and 329 zip code areas and is transported to the 
G~W by postal owned and contract vehicles. (01 ,B) 
010/020 - Originating Mail Preparation - mail arriving at 
the collec~ion dock needs to be sorted into the 
groups representing the different types of mail 
and have the postage cancelled. (02,C) 
061-086 -letter mail that is able to be processed by the 
Multi-Position Letter Sorting Machine (MPLSM). 
Determination is made by size requirements. The 
Orlando, Florida operation consists of four MPLSM 
operations. (03,D) 
(a) 081 - Machine distribution of preferen-
tial letter mail received from 
local mailers, collections and 
post offices for separation to 
states, other GMF's, foreign 
countries and local cities. 
(b) 084 - SCF - letter mail to be distri-
buted to offices associated with 
the 327 and 329 zip code areas. 
(c) 085 - City Primary - letter mail sepa-
rated to the different zones in 
the 328 zip area. 
(d) 086 - City Secondary - letter mail dis-
tributed to the carriers, box sec-
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tions and firms within specific 
zip code areas of Orlando, Florida 
328. 
100 - Outgoing Parcel Distribution - dumping, orienting 
and distribution of 327, 32d and 329 destined 
parcels. (04,E) 
Ob0/070 - Outgoing Flat Primary - distribution of local 
originating flats of all classes received from 
local mailers and post offices i'or separation to 
states, other GMF's, cities, foreign countries. 
070 is a second handling of 060 mail. (05,F) 
030 - Outgoing Letter Mail - manual distribution of 
usually non-machinable or uncoded letter mail re-
ceived from local mailers or post offices for 
separation to states, other GMF's, cities, ~Dd 
foreign countries. (06,G) 
040 - Combination of th~ee manual letter operations. 
l07,H) 
(a) 040 - a secondary handling of 030 
(b) 044 - similar to 084 except usually non-
machinable or uncoded 
(c) 045 -non-preferential letter mail to be 
sorted to the various 327 and 329 zip code 
area post offices 
074/075 - Combination of two flat operations (Od,I) 
(a) 074 - manual distribution of flats to offices 
associate to 327 and j29 zip code areas 
(b) 075 - manual distribution of non-preferential 
flats to offices associate to 327 and 329 zip 
code areas 
Carriers - The area required for the processing of all 
classes of mails for delivery within the main 
office zip code area of' 32t512. (09,J) 
S-1 - Scale #1 - there are three scales on the workroom 
floor. These scales are used to record the ini-
tial flow of' mails coming into the GMF. This re-
cording is done by weight which is transposed to 
pieces by a computer and then down-flowed from 
operation by the use of predetermined densities. 
Number of pieces for each operation are matched 
with actual man-hours used for each operation, 
thus producing daily productivity statistics. 
( 1 0, K) 
SCF pouch Rack - Bundled mail destined for the 327 and 329 
post offices is placed in pouches and prepared 
for dispatch. ( 11 ,L) 
FL Pouch Rack - Bundled mail destined for cities outside 
the Orlando, Florida SCF area is placed in pouches 
and prepared for dispatch. (1~,M) 
1 'I 0 News - Bundled newspapers originating 1'rom local cities 
are distributed to pouches and prepared for dis-
patch. (13,~N) 
states pouch Rack - Bundled mail destined for states other 
than Florida are placed in pouches and prepared 
for dispatch. (14,0) 
over-the-Road Dock - Airlines Dock - Covered raised plat-
form designed to receive mail 1'rom 5-ton trucks 
and semi-trailers and vans over the airlines ramp. 
Inter-GMF star routes off- and on-load mail \,rhile 
the intra-J27 and 329 area trucks only on-load 
mail. Airlines pick up and deposit mail on a con-
tinual basis. (15,P) 
050/Express Mail - Distribution or priority mail to states, 
other GMF' s and post o1'fices. Handles receipt and 
dispatch of all express mail. (16,Q) 
160/175/1b5/200 - Manual·City Secondary- distribution o!' 
all types and classes o!' mail in four operations 
to Orlando, FL 328 local post office carriers, 
box sections and firms. (17,R) 
(a) 160 - letter mail 
lb) 175- flat mail 
lC) 185 - SPR's 
(d) 200 - parcels 
Strapping/Dispatch- Trayed mail from 081-086 is sleeved, 
strapped and prepared 1'or dispatch. ( 1 8, S) 
Distribution Rings - Direct bundles from collections are 
separated to SCF 328 and 329 and direct bundles 
from the over-the-road trucks are separated to 
327 and 329 zip code areas. Non-preferential 
mail !'or 327 and 329 are opened and pouched. 
(19,T) 
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Carrier Dock - Carrier vehicles (32812) are parked adjacent 
to the carrier loading dock. (20,U) 
328 NP Opening - Non-preferential mail destined for Orlando, 
Florida 32~ is opened and sorted to the separate 
j2~ zip code areas or city working operations. 
( 21 'v) 
329 Pref Opening - Preferential mail destined ror the 329 
zip code areas is opened and sorted to tne various 
zip codes or j29 working operations. (2c,W) 
J27 Pref Opening - ~referential mail destined for the 327 
zip code areas is opened ana sorted to the various 
327 zip codes or GO the 327 working operations. 
(23,X) 
328 Pre:' Opening - P~eferential mail destinea ror orlando, 
Florida j2b is opened ana sorted to the separate 
j2d zip codes or city working operations. (24,Y) 
3~8 SPR Rack - SPR' s for the Orlando, .b 1lorida area are sepa-
rated to the various zip codes. ~25,Z) 
Ir .. -oound Conveyor - T~ucks arriving with sacks of mail are 
off-loaded onto an extendable in-bound conveyor 
that transports these sacks to the middle of the 
workroom floor. (26,AA) 
150 - Incoming Letter Primary- manual distribution of 
letter mail received for local delivery from all 
sources. (27,BB) 
170- Incoming Flat Primary- distribution of flat mail 
received for local delivery from all sources. 
(28,cc) 
Second ana Third Class Nixie - Mail that has no h~own des-
tination. (29,DD) 
Registry and control Center - Registered mail security area; 
also contains mail-gran1s. control center is the 
operations and communications hub of the workroom 
floor. (JO,EE) 
S-2- Scale #2 (31,FF) 
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S-3 - Scale #3 (32,GG) 
City Dock- Mail from operation 160, 175, 185, and 200 to 
be delivered to the local 328 stations, branches 
and firms is loaded onto trucks on the city dock. 
(33,HH) 
Note: In CRAFT operations U and JJ represent dummy opera-
tions. 
APPENDIX B 
The PLS-E forms provide a means of collecting and or-
ganizing the necessary data and computing the hours spent 
walking. These ~arms are pre-printed with all the major 
flows and only the ones that apply are filled in. There is 
also room for adding flows if necessary. 
The following is an explanation of the forms and what 
goes into each column fo~ PLS-E1 through PLS-E5. 
From Opn. - Distribution operations. 
To Opn. - Operations to which mail can flow from 
the operation in the first column. Space 
is left for additional operations. 
Col. A - Average total pieces handled (TPH) per 
accounting period (A/P) for the 'From' 
operation. Use MOD data where available. 
Col. B - Percent flow between the 'From' and 'To' 
operations. This would be the MOD flows 
where available. 
Col. C - Average n~~ber of pieces transported be-
tween these operations per AlP and is the 
product of Columns A and B. 
Col. D - Average number of pieces per trip trans-
ported between the two operations. This 
will be determined by how the mail is 
transported; whether by tray cart, ham-
per, U cart, etc., and the average percent 
of load. 
Col. E - Number of trips required between the two 
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operations per A/P. In some cases this 
can be computed by dividing Column c by 
Column D. In other cases it will be de-
termined by the number of dispatches made 
from an operation, or there may be other 
determining factors. Whatever the reason, 
this should be the number of times that 
an employee is required to walk to another 
operation to transport mail. 
Col. F - Average round trip walking distance in 
feet between the two operations. It 
should be measured following the route 
the employee will have to walk because it 
is assumed that the employee will return 
to the original operation. 
Col. G - This column is simply the number of feet 
walked per AlP in thousands. 
Col. H - Time to walk 1000 feet expressed in hours. 
This can actually vary with each opera-
tion and type of mail conveyance; how-
ever, use one figure for the whole facil-
ity -- .100 hours per 1000 feet. 
Col. K - The product of Columns G and H and is the 
man-hours spent strictly pushing mail be-
tween operations. Evaluation can be based 
on this figure or the hours can be con-
verted to labor costs. 
The evaluation forms PLS-E6 through PLS-E10 are basi-
cally the same as 1 through 5, except that these cover the 
first handling piece (FHP) volume that goes into the distri-
bution operations from mail preparation, the dock and open-
ing units. 
FHP Opn. - A list of all the operations that can be 
used in an office. These are the same 
operations as on the forms 1 through 5. 
Major Source - The source of mail going to the distri-
bution operations. 
Col. A - Average FHP volume for the distribution 
operation in the first column. Use MOD 
reports where possible. 
Col. B - Percentage of mail from each source to 
the FHP operation. 
The remainder of the form is identical to those col-
umns on forms 1 through 5. See page 46 for an example of 
these forms. 
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APPENDIX C 
CRAFT OUTPUT RESULTS 
The CRAFT routine was used to analyze the Orlando, 
Florida GMF workroom layout using three different initial 
layouts: 
1 . The present layout was inputed 
2. The present layout was inputed with one of the 
scale operations relocated to analyze a sugges-
tion made by a floor supervisor 
J. The original National Headquarters layout was 
inputed 
47 
APPENDIX C 
CRAFT OUTPUT RESULTS 
C-1 Interdepartment Product Flows - the number of trips 
per month and between each operation are listed. 
(Operation codes are found in Appendix A). 
C-2 Interdepartment Move Cost per unit load per unit dis-
tance. 1.000 has been used as a convenience; actual 
move cost can be usea if the move costs between the 
operations differ. 
C-3 COVOL # % Move Cost/Load < X% 
Number of loads < - the product of C-1 times C-2 
C-4 Location Pattern - this layout represents the local 
layout. 
c-S Location Pattern - this layout represents CRAFT's sug-
gested new layout. Score of C-4 is 419,537. Score of 
C-5 is 414,143 or an improvement of 5,994 or 1 .43%. 
C-b Location Pattern - this layout has operation G changed 
from C-4. An initial comparison of scores shows this 
layout is not as efficient as c-4, the local layout. 
C-7 Location Pattern - this layout represents CRAFT's re-
commended layout for C-6. This layout's score is a 
little lower than c-5 and represents an improvement 
over c-4 of 1 -43%. 
C-o Location Pattern - this layout represents the Head-
quarters Layout. The score for this layout is very 
high. 
C-9 Location Pattern - this layout represents CRAFT's re-
commended layout for c-~. This layout has the lowest 
score of all three recommendations or an improvement 
over C-4 of 2.77%. 
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APPENDIX D 
CORELAP OUTPUT 
Data collected from the Orlando, Florida GMF operation 
was input into the CORELAP routine available on the Univer-
si~y of Central Florida Harris computer. The following 
pages contain the output produced by this program. 
The UCF CORELAP routine did not contain the weight 
ratings option normally available with CORELAP. 
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APPENDIX D 
CORELAP OUTPUT LAYOUT 
D-'1 Shows number of departments, unit side size, 
and length to width ratio. Also lists all real 
departmental areas. 
D-2 Natural Relationship Chart - lists the qualita-
tive relationships between operations. 
(Department references are found in Appendix A). 
D-3 Ordered Array - lists the departments by their 
Total Closeness Rating (TCR) in descending or-
der. 
D-4 Partial Layout Number 1 - this is the first lay-
out produced by the routine. Department #30 has 
the highest TCR and is placed in the layout 
first. 
D-5 Partial Layout Number 21 - twenty-one depart-
ments have now been added to the layout. 
D-6 CORELAP Block Layout - this is the final layout 
recommended. Note the uneven shape of the 
building. 
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CORELAP 
INPUT CODES FOR INTRA-DEPARTMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS 
NUMERIC ALPHA MEANING 
7 FOR PRE-ASSIGNING 
6 A ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY 
ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT 
4 I IMPORTANT 
3 0 ORDINARY CLOSENESS 
u UNIMPORTANT 
1 X UNDESIRABLE 
---· -- -- ·- -· --
I 
I 
1 ~~ J ~ ~ u F: n :J F n E P 1 s = 3 3 1 J ~ ~ T T s T u f = c o 
1 ..., t.. x ~ L. o G , F t~ ~ r H r J .-j r u r r 1 t~ A r T u r s 1 
J DEPT A-qFA 
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APPENDIX E 
The next two pages contain two letters provided to 
indicate: 
1. The means and costs available to the U.S. Postal 
Service to implement any of the analyzed computer-
aided layout techniques 
2. An interest by tne U.S. Postal Service to imple-
ment the findings in this report 
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 
. Southern Regional Office 
Memphis, TN 38166 
August 1, 1980 
Mr. Howard Stillwell 
8603 Baglor Circle 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Dear Mr. Stillwell: 
Thank you for the information of CRAFT and CORRELAP Programs. As 
you know, we plan to test them using our Postal Data Center at San 
Bruno, CA. The programs will cost us $35.00 each. Theoretically, 
the programs will run immediately upon loading. However, approxi-
mately one man week to debug and to write the user instructions is 
anticipated. 
We plan to use an Amdahl V-7 which has 8.5 mega bytes of core. The 
input would be via timeshare terminals using the existing telephone 
network. The costs to run the program would be in the range of one 
to three dollars. The maintenance of the programs should be rather 
small unless we elect to change the existing programs because they 
have been debugged on similar computers • 
.I 
' A 
...... 
~, ' I. R. Jenkins, Manager 
Engineering Systems Branch 
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 
. Southern Regional Office 
Memphis, TN 38166 
August 1, 1980 
Mr. Howard Stillwell 
8603 Baglor Cir:le 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Dear Mr. Stillwell: 
The CRAFT System of computer assisted layouts is quite interesting. 
As you know, the Postal Service builds quite a few new facilities 
each year and must maintain effective layouts in thousands of 
facilities. I have asked my counterpart in the Washington Headquarters 
to install CRAFT and CORRELAP on one of our computers and make it avail-
able to our engineers in timeshare service. 
The overall value of these programs ca-not be adequately estimated at 
this time. The advantages of the CRAFT-M which includes the moving 
cost may be even more useful. I have discussed the advantages of 
computer assisted layouts with engineers in the Western Region Head-
quarters. They support further investigation • 
.I 
~ , ~ ' -; 1 ~- " ·'"' 
.- ' ,_ r-- 'ooL_ '. ~ 
~,..., '. 4-- ~""·""'"' 
I 
· ~f. R. Jenkins, Manager 
Engineering Systems Branch 
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